
FOREST FLOOR, the DEVOUR  solo mode 
 
FOREST FLOOR is the solo mode of the popular family card game DEVOUR  by Brainstorm Games  
© 2022 Brainstorm Games. All rights reserved. 
 
A fast-paced, 5-10 minute card game for 1 player. Also, a fun game to play cooperatively 
with a young one. 
NOTE: You do not need to be familiar with DEVOUR: PREY before playing DEVOUR: FOREST FLOOR. Both Forest 
Floor and Outfoxed are standalone games. 
 
 
 
OBJECT OF GAME (Standard Version) 
Capture all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits before the Mountain Lion completes one cycle 
around the Forest Floor. 
 
 
 
INTRO 
You are a Red Fox. You must find and capture 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits to bring back 
to your den to feed your family. This should be easy since there is a very large rabbit warren in 
your territory. However, the Forest Floor is fraught with dangerous creatures that will hinder you 
and helpful critters that will aid you in your quest, but watch out for the Mountain Lion; just as 
you are hunting rabbits, the Mountain Lion is hunting you! 
 
Inspired by the classic card game Memory, this game invites you to explore the Forest Floor in 
search of Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, as you take on the role of the Red Fox. Red Foxes 
are excellent hunters, but the denizens of the Forest Floor will do everything in their power to 
make life as difficult for you as possible. Will you get stung by a Yellow Jacket? Will you find a 
rabbit, only to have it escape your clutches? Will the Black Bear stop you in your tracks? Or, will 
the Mountain Lion have you for dinner? 
 
Make sure you find your dinner before the Mountain Lion has surveyed the entire Forest Floor 
and knows exactly where you’re hiding! 
 
 
 
CONTENTS OF GAME: 45-card deck  
    27-card Auxiliary Deck (FF in lower right corner) 
    1 accordion-folded Reference Card 
    1 Red Fox standee 
    1 Mountain Lion standee 
    1 Sun-Moon token 
    1 Vixen / other Mountain Lion token 
    4 Kit / Rat tokens 
    1 wooden six-sided Evasion die 
    1 drawstring bag 



FOREST FLOOR  SET-UP 
1. Remove the 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards and set them aside. Shuffle the 

other 42 cards. FOREST FLOOR cards have no DEVOUR logo on their backs. 
2. Deal 21 cards from the newly shuffled deck on top of the 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail 

Rabbit cards for a total of 24 cards. Then shuffle this newly formed deck.  
3. Place the remaining cards in the draw deck within reach and create the Forest Floor 

by laying your newly shuffled cards facedown in this configuration: 

 
4. Place the Mountain Lion (grey circle) standee on the outside of the Forest Floor 

(stalking you!) in the upper left-hand corner space of the Forest Floor (as pictured 
above). 

5. Place the Red Fox (red circle) standee in the opposite corner directly on top of the 
card in the bottom right-hand corner. You’re ready to begin! 

  
FOREST FLOOR  Game Play 

1. MOVE RED FOX. To move Red Fox, you have two options: 
OPTION 1: Move the Red Fox standee two cards. This movement may be in any 
combination of vertical or horizontal. The Red Fox must move two cards, cannot 
move diagonally, and may not intentionally double-back and end its movement on 
the same card that it started on (unless a card ability instructs otherwise). 
OPTION 2: You may opt to move only one card on your turn. If you choose this 
option, you do not reveal the card you land upon.  

2. If the card you land on is facedown, reveal it by flipping it faceup and resolve 
the action or actions indicated by its symbols.  

3. Flip the card and any other cards you revealed this turn back over, unless they 
possess the “DO NOT FLIP” symbol.  

4. Move the Mountain Lion one space clockwise. 
 
NOTE: The Black Bear, Black Vulture, and Hurricane cards have different backs. 
Their abilities remain active for the duration of the game while they are on the Forest 
Floor. 

 
      
WINNING THE GAME 
You win as soon as you have successfully caught all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits on the 
Forest Floor. 
  
 



LOSING THE GAME 
You lose the game immediately: 

1) at the end of your turn, if Red Fox is in the same row or column as Mountain Lion (before 
OR after Mountain Lion moves). He smells you and has you for dinner. You may move 
through rows/columns Mountain Lion occupies. However, if you remain in the same 
row/column as Mountain Lion after you resolve any card abilities, the game ends. See 
diagram below. 

2) if Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor and occupies the same 
space it occupied at the start of the game. 

3) in the extremely rare occurrence that Red Fox gets trapped on a card and cannot legally 
move to another card. 

 
These three examples explain how Mountain Lion can catch you: 
1)  Red Fox A is safe. Red Fox B is not safe. 
2)  Red Fox A is safe. Red Fox B is not safe. 
3)  When Mountain Lion is in the corner, it sees the column AND row simultaneously.  
     Red Fox A and B are both not safe. 

        
 
HELPFUL TIPS:  

1. The Mountain Lion only moves through spaces around the outside of the Forest Floor. 
The Red Fox only moves on and through cards. 

 
2. Any symbols that refer to ‘adjacent cards’ refer to vertically or horizontally adjacent 

cards, never diagonal. 
 

3. Any card with the “DO NOT SWAP” symbol is not eligible for swapping when any ability 
refers to swapping cards. 
 

4. Any  IMMEDIATE card abilities take effect before Mountain Lion eats you. So, Red 
Fox may end its movement in a row where Mountain Lion is, but, as long as Red Fox 
does not end his turn on that card (ie., “Chase,” “Yikes!” etc.), you do not get eaten and 
therefore do not lose the game. 

 
 
 



FOREST FLOOR CHALLENGE: SURVIVE THE YEAR 
 
Now that you understand the basics of how to play FOREST FLOOR and have perhaps won a 
few times, it’s now time to challenge yourself and survive all four seasons of the year!  
 
Complete all four seasons. 
 
After completing a season, tally your score by counting the Mountain Lion’s remaining spaces 
and log it in the provided chart following each season. You can always challenge yourself and 
beat your high score! 
 
Mother Nature advises that you win the standard version Forest Floor at least 5 times before 
attempting the Survive-the-Year-Challenge. 
 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      
 
     
             DIAGRAM KEY:  

 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit KEY: 
  

                                
                        #0     #1          #2 
 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
If you are already an expert, you can challenge yourself by increasing the difficulty level. To do 
so, substitute the cards as specified for all scenarios: 
 

           
                    #0         for    #1 AUX               #1       for    #2 AUX   



 
SPRING 
Difficulty Level: Easy 
Objective: Catch 2 rabbits before Mountain Lion makes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You 
still lose if the Mountain Lion catches you. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Yellow Jacket, Hurricane, and #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbit 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit and #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbit. Shuffle the deck. Deal 18 cards in a stack. Add the 2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits to 
the stack. Shuffle and create the Forest Floor in a 4-row x 5-column facedown grid. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

  
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SUMMER 
Difficulty Level: Easy  
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion makes one cycle around the Forest Floor. 
You still lose if the Mountain Lion catches you. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits. Shuffle the deck. Deal 21 cards 
into a stack. Add all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits to the stack. Shuffle and create the 
Forest Floor in a 4-row x 6-column grid. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

    
____________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 
AUTUMN 
Difficulty Level: Moderate  
Objective: Catch any 2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits before Mountain Lion makes one cycle 
around the Forest Floor. (Note: You will begin with a definite 2 rabbits on the Forest Floor with 
the possibility of a third.) You still lose if the Mountain Lion catches you. 
SHORTER DAY: Mountain Lion begins on top of the fourth column from the left and it ends its 
cycle on top of the first column from the left as normal. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail and #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit. 
Shuffle the deck. Deal 22 cards in a stack. Add the 2 required Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
to the stack. Shuffle and create the Forest Floor in a 4-row x 6-column grid. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
   
 
WINTER 
Difficulty Level: Hard 
Objective: Collect the lone Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit and return to the Fox’s Den before 
Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion 
catches you. 
EVEN SHORTER DAY: Mountain Lion begins the game on top of the fourth column of the 
Forest Floor and ends its cycle on top of the first column from the left as normal. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove the following cards: 

- #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit  
- #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit  
- Beaver 
- both Eastern Chipmunks 
- Fly 
- Fowler’s Toad 
- Groundhog 

- Hurricane 
- both Mosquitos 
- 1 (of the 2) Vegetation cards 
- Yellow Jacket 
- Young Timber Rattlesnake 
- both Bullfrogs 

Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
Shuffle the deck. Deal 13 cards in a stack. Add #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit to the stack. 
Shuffle and create the Forest Floor as pictured below. 
Forest Floor set-up: 



    
 
 
END-OF-THE-YEAR CHALLENGE 
If you have successfully completed each season at least once, it is time to challenge yourself. 
For this challenge, go back to Spring and  successfully complete all four seasons in a row and 
log your total remaining spaces on the chart below. 
 

      
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
STANDALONE GAMES 
If you successfully completed the Survive-the-Year challenge, then you can now pick and 
choose your favorite season and make this your FOREST FLOOR experience of choice! Or, 
you can move on to the DEVOUR: FOREST FLOOR Storyline Campaign. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
STORYLINE 
 
NOTE: You will need to have the FOREST FLOOR Auxiliary deck (FF) and the FOREST 
FLOOR Reference Card handy for these scenarios. 
 
Narrative by Kelly Lanigan 
Welcome! My name is Mother Nature. I will be your guide for this journey. Together, we will be 
following the life of one of the cleverest and quickest animals in the forests of the old 
Appalachian Mountains: the Red Fox. Your goal is to help the Red Fox and his family survive 
for a full year. But beware! Many dangers lurk on the Forest Floor, so every moment will be a 



struggle. As the year progresses, it will become harder to survive. But do not lose heart! I have 
faith you will succeed.  
 
To get the full experience of living in Red Fox’s paws, I recommend completing each storyline 
scenario in order. 
 
NOTE: Any scenario labeled with a decimal (i.e., 1.2) indicates a continuation of the story in the 
current scenario. Scenarios labeled with letters (i.e., 8a, 8b) indicate variations in the degree of 
difficulty in a given scenario. 



1.1 SPRING SHOWERS 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
Our story begins in early Spring, just as the rains begin to fall and the grasses start to grow. The 
river near Red Fox’s den runs swift with the Spring rain. Red Fox wakes in his den to discover 
his mate Vixen’s stomach is heavy with children. She must rest and prepare for giving birth. 
After nuzzling his mate and affectionately nipping at her ears, Red Fox ventures out to hunt for 
food for his mate. But Red Fox is not the only predator looking for a meal. Beware of the 
Mountain Lion, who is also on the hunt. 
 
Objective: Catch any 2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits before Mountain Lion makes one cycle 
around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: When creating the Forest Floor, place 4 Water cards (from the Auxiliary deck) 
faceup in the center of the second row to create the river. 
These cards have  Water symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox 
ends movement immediately. Also, DO NOT SWAP. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Yellow Jacket, Hurricane, and both Mosquitos.  
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit, #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit, 
and 4 Water cards. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
 
1.2 FLOODED RIVER 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-Hard 
The Spring rains are heavy this year. The river has swelled past its normal banks. If it does not 
let up, it could flood soon. Red Fox curls against his mate, not wishing to venture out. The 
flooded river will make hunting more difficult. But, as the Vixen tosses and turns, her stomach 
growing bigger by the day, Red Fox must care for his mate and future kits. Leaving the dry 
safety of his den, Red Fox travels out into the rain looking for rabbits. 
 
Objective: Capture all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits before Mountain Lion completes one 
cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: The river is back, and it has grown! When creating the Forest Floor, place 6 Water 
cards (from the Auxiliary deck) faceup in the center of the second row to create the now-flooded 
river. These cards have  Water symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, 
Red Fox ends movement immediately. And has . 



Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Yellow Jacket, Hurricane, and both Mosquitos 
Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, Yellow Bullhead Catfish, 6 Water 
cards, and Lightning Storm (from OUTFOXED Auxiliary deck). 

 When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement immediately. 
And has . 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
   
 
  



 
2a MOVING DAY 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
The relentless rain has not stopped for days. The river can no longer hold all the water. The 
forest floods, including Red Fox’s den. Red Fox growls at the layer of water at the bottom of his 
den. Vixen cannot give birth here. Should the waters rise further, they all run the risk of 
drowning. The safety of his mate and kits is most important. Help Red Fox find food and a new 
den. 
 
Objective: First reveal one Vegetation card, then catch both Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
before Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain 
Lion catches you. 
Required Start Cards: Both Vegetation cards and #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit and #2 
Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
Challenge: You must 1) find a new den, then 2) catch both rabbits. Uncover a Vegetation card 
first. Place the Fox Den token on this Vegetation card; this becomes your new Fox’s Den. Now 
catch both rabbits. If you uncover a rabbit card before finding your new Fox Den, you cannot 
catch it yet. Leave it faceup but do not roll for its Rabbit Encounter ability.  
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Yellow Jacket, Hurricane, and #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbit 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Mountain Lion, and Fox Den 
Required Start Cards: Both Vegetation cards, #1 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit, and #2 Baby 
Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
Forest Floor set-up: 

      
 
2b MOVING DAY: HUNGRIER 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
Same as 2a Moving Day except Red Fox must capture all 3 rabbits and, after doing so, he must 
return to his new Fox Den. You win immediately when Red Fox lands on Fox Den, even if 
Mountain Lion is in same row or column. Additional required card: #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbit. 
   
 
  



 
3 TOAD-ALLY DELICIOUS 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
The early spring rains have finally stopped. The forest floor is alive with the sounds of new 
life—including the tiny whine of baby Red Foxes! Vixen has given birth to a litter of heathy kits. 
They grow fast, starting to eat solid foods after four weeks. After one hunt, bringing home fresh 
rabbits, Red Fox is puzzled that his kits will not eat them. Despite nudging the rabbits closer 
towards the kits, they have no interest in eating rabbits. Determined to have his children eat well, 
the Red Fox travels back out to hunt. Perhaps his kits are hungry for a different animal… Try 
looking for Fowler’s Toads.  
 
Objective: First search diligently to reveal both Vegetation cards. Then catch Fowler’s Toad 
before Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if the Mountain 
Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Toads are difficult to find because of their ability to camouflage. Red Fox must 
search carefully and sneak up on Fowler’s Toad. Reveal both Vegetation cards first, then find 
and catch Fowler’s Toad. Otherwise, Fowler’s Toad will sense your presence and easily escape 
your clutches. If you find Fowler’s Toad before revealing the two Vegetation cards, flip it back 
over and ignore  on Fowler’s Toad; it does not remain faceup until you have revealed the 
Vegetation cards. Once you have revealed both Vegetation cards, you may hunt Fowler’s Toad. 
Fowler’s Toad now has the Amphibian ability: 

 Amphibian symbol: Same as RABBIT ENCOUNTER 2 but replace all instances of 
rabbit with Fowler’s Toad and all  symbols with  symbols. Also, this card does not remain 
faceup after it gets away from Red Fox. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Yellow Jacket, Hurricane, and all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbits 
Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: Fowler’s Toad and both Vegetation cards 
Forest Floor set-up:      

     
 
   
  



4.1 NOCTURNAL SALAMANDER SHENANIGANS, NIGHT #1  
Difficulty Level: Easy 
Ah, it seems like amphibians did the trick! The kits have developed a taste for them. But they are 
growing fast and need to eat day and night. Urged by the hungry yelps of his kits, Red Fox 
travels out to hunt at night. It seems, no matter what species, being a parent is hard work. It is 
time to hunt some nocturnal Spotted Salamanders.  
 
Objective: Catch one Spotted Salamander before the sun rises (Sun/Moon token completes one 
cycle around the Forest Floor). 
Challenge: Great news, the Mountain Lion is not around tonight! Use the Sun/Moon token for 
this scenario. Sun/Moon token follows the same rules of movement as the Mountain Lion, 
however you do not lose if you are in the same row or column (ie., the Sun/Moon cannot catch 
you). Since it is nighttime and hence it is dark, you cannot leave any card faceup this game; 

ignore all  on all cards. Also, ignore all card abilities except for ,  , , and . 
Like Fowler’s Toad, Spotted Salamander possesses the: 

  Amphibian symbol: Same as RABBIT ENCOUNTER 2 but replace all instances of 
rabbit with Spotted Salamander and all  symbols with  symbols. Also, this card does not 
remain faceup after it gets away from Red Fox. 
NOTE: Cards that affect the Mountain Lion have no effect on this game.  
Deck: You will need to create a unique deck for this scenario comprised of cards from the 
Forest Floor and Auxiliary decks. Take all 31 cards that have  and shuffle them. Then, create 
a 5-row x 6-column Forest Floor.  Place the extra card to the side of the Forest Floor; it 
becomes your one-card draw deck. 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Sun/Moon 
Required Start Cards: All cards with  
Forest Floor set-up:
   
  

   
   

    
 

      
  



 
4.2 NOCTURNAL SALAMANDER SHENANIGANS, NIGHT #2 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
One Spotted Salamander was just not enough. The kits immediately devoured the amphibian, 
yelping for more. Vixen, too, growls in hunger—the kits didn’t leave any food for her. As Vixen 
is unwilling to leave her kits alone, Red Fox hurries out of the den to track down more 
salamanders instead. 
 
Objective: Catch one Spotted Salamander on two successive nights. 
Challenge: For this scenario, you will have to win scenario 4.1 twice in a row.

     
4.3 NOCTURNAL SALAMANDER SHENANIGANS, NIGHT #3 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
The kits are still hungry. Hm, perhaps a new strategy is needed. Red Fox has been known to do 
what is called surplus killing: the act of killing more animals than is needed to survive. If luck is 
on Red Fox’s side, he can hunt multiple amphibians at once, then cache, or store, the rest for 
later. With a satiated family, Red Fox will be able to enjoy some quiet in his den for once! 
 
Objective: Catch any three amphibians before the sun rises (Sun/Moon token completes one 
cycle around the Forest Floor). 
Challenge: Place the Fox Den token on your start card (in the bottom right-hand corner of the 
Forest Floor). Now you must catch three amphibians and return to your Fox Den before the sun 
rises. Instead of their normal  Bullfrogs have  this game. After Red Fox catches his 
second amphibian there will be no cards from the deck to replace it. These are gaps. 
GAPS: Red Fox cannot move onto or through gaps. If an amphibian successfully evades Red 
Fox, it may be placed into a gap, if necessary. 
NIGHTTIME: Since it is nighttime and hence it is dark, you cannot leave any card face up this 

game; ignore all  on all cards. Also, ignore all card abilities except for ,  , , and 

. 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Sun/Moon, and Fox Den 
 
   
  



 
5a BEAR HUNT 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
Spring is almost over. The cool, wet mornings are slowly heating up. Every day it seems like the 
kits are growing bigger. Their appetite is endless. The kits are so hungry, they are finally starting 
to develop a taste for rabbits. Red Fox has to catch more than he ever has before, just to feed 
them. Traveling further from his den, Red Fox searches for food. Red Fox must be careful, 
though, because he is now wandering into the furthest reaches of his territory, where Black Bear 
has been spotted recently.  
 
Objective: Catch 2 rabbits before the sun sets. 
Challenge: Shuffle the 3 rabbits with the Black Bear and 21 cards from the rest of the deck. 
When you place Black Bear down, instead place it on top of the previous card you laid down; 
this ensures the Black Bear’s position will be random on the Forest Floor each game. Black 
Bear will remain on top of the Forest Floor for the remainder of the game. Each turn, move 
Black Bear one adjacent card closer to you (either horizontally or vertically, you decide) as it is 
hunting YOU! Black Bear’s abilities remain active this game but Black Bear ignores all abilities 
of cards on the Forest Floor and temporarily cancels the abilities of cards it sits atop. If you end 
movement adjacent to Black Bear, you lose, because Black Bear moves onto your card and 
eats you! You also lose if the Sun/Moon token completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. 
NOTE: Black Bear cannot begin on your starting card. If this happens, move Black Bear to 
either card adjacent to your starting card. Black Bear only moves on top of cards, just like Red 
Fox. 
NOTE: Cards that target Mountain Lion specifically have no effect on the Sun/Moon token. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane card 
Standees & Tokens: Sun/Moon and Red Fox 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards and Black Bear 
Forest Floor set-up: 

    
5b BEAR HUNT: HUNGRIER 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Same as 5a, but you must catch all 3 rabbits. 
 
5c BEAR HUNT: PURSUED  
Difficulty Level: Impossible 
Same as 5b, but replace Sun/Moon token with Mountain Lion. 
    



 
6 A FOG CREEPS ACROSS THE FOREST FLOOR  
With the final spring days giving way to the dry heat of summer, a fog forms early one morning. 
It rolls in over the hills and between the trees, thick and heavy. The fog obscures everything. Red 
Fox squints, trying to find rabbits hidden in the mist. Attempting to stay one step ahead of this 
thick fog, he hopes to be able to find food today.  
 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before the sun sets (ie., Sun/Moon completes one cycle around 
the Forest Floor). 
Challenge: Shuffle the 3 rabbits with 21 cards from the rest of the deck. Place the Fog cards 
(from the Auxiliary deck) on the outside of the Forest Floor as per the diagram below. When 
moving the Sun/Moon token at the end of your turn, you must also move the Fog card one 
space counter-clockwise. You cannot flip over any card in the row or column that the Fog card is 
aligned with, but you may still occupy the card.  
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane 
Standees & Tokens: Sun/Moon and Red Fox 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits and both Fogs 
Forest Floor set-up: 
 

       
 
   
 
Wondering why you have a Tornado card in your Auxiliary deck and no scenario to account for 
it? Well, you should check out the Forest Floor Monthly Scenario contest! 
Each month a new Forest Floor scenario will be posted to: www.devourcardgame/monthly-
scenarios 
   



SUMMER 
The Red Fox family has survived one season, but things will only get more difficult. Red Fox 
will test his mettle in the challenges that the next season will bring.  
 
7 LONGEST DAY OF THE YEAR 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Summer has finally arrived in the Appalachian Mountains. The days grow long and the heat 
begins to rise. In fact, today is the Summer Solstice, the longest day of the year. As Red Fox 
stalks through the undergrowth, he sniffs the air for rabbits. Yet he cannot smell any. As he 
searches, Red Fox finds the empty remains of rabbit warrens. Has Red Fox hunted all the 
rabbits? Or have they moved their warrens to safer places? On the hunt, Red Fox searches for 
food and answers. 
 
Objective: Flip all cards on the Forest Floor facedown before the sun sets.     
Challenge: All cards are dealt faceup on the Forest Floor. Search the entire Forest Floor by 
landing on each card and flipping it facedown before the sun completes 11/10 cycles around the 
Forest Floor (see diagram for Sun/Moon start and finish). Once you land on a card and flip it 
facedown, it remains facedown for the remainder of the game. Ignore all card abilities except for 

, , , , . Any of the card abilities that are active this game 
are only activated once, when you land on it for the first time (because then it will be flipped 
over). Also, movement OPTION 2 is not available to Red Fox this game. Red Fox may only 

move two spaces this game unless a card ability (ie.,  or  ) permit you to do so. 
You must plan each and every move carefully to achieve your objective. 
Deck: You will need to create a unique deck for this scenario. Use all 24 cards with the  for 
this scenario. Shuffle all cards and then deal all cards faceup. This is the only time you will use 
the Black Vulture card faceup. NOTE: Bald Eagle and Red-Tailed Hawk should have  
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Sun/Moon 
Required Start Cards: All 24 cards with  
Forest Floor set-up:  

     
 
   
  



 
8a FARTHER TO FIND FOOD 
Difficulty Level: Easy-to-Moderate 
After a long search, Red Fox caught the trail of a rabbit. Following his nose, Red Fox travels 
beyond his well-marked territory. It isn’t until Red Fox is far away that he catches the scents of 
more rabbits. The rabbits must have fled Red Fox’s territory. As hunger pushes Red Fox 
forward, he hunts in this new territory of dense forest full of rabbit scents—and the unmistakable 
markings that announce to animals far and wide that this is Mountain Lion territory! 
 
Objective #1: Clear all Dense Forest cards. 
Objective #2: Capture all 3 rabbits. 
Challenge: You’ve now stumbled into the densest area of the forest. Deal a Forest Floor of 20 
cards according to the diagram below. Then deal another 20 on top of them. These cards will be 
known as Dense Forest cards. Your goal is to first search the dense forest by discarding all 
Dense Forest cards. Once this objective is complete, you must capture all 3 rabbits. To discard 
a Dense Forest card, simply end your movement atop the card, then take the card and place it 
in a discard pile near your draw deck; you do not activate its ability nor flip it over to reveal it. 
You must clear all 20 Dense Forest cards before beginning your hunt for the 3 rabbits. Once a 
card has been cleared, the next time you land in that spot, you will flip over the card that was 
previously covered, reveal it, and activate its ability, unless it is a Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbit. If you flip over a rabbit before you have cleared all of the Dense Forest cards, simply 
turn it back over until you have cleared all of the Dense Forest cards, and then go back and try 
to catch it. 
You will also have to contend with Mountain Lion, since this IS his territory. For this game, 
Mountain Lion will move on top of the cards, just like Red Fox, and follow all movement 
instructions according to the diagram below. Mountain Lion also has  
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane and Black Vulture. 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion (use side with  ) 
Required Start Cards: To be included with the cards that will be dealt as the first 20 cards on the 
bottom of the Forest Floor: all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits and Black Bear.  
Forest Floor set-up: 

            
 
Mountain Lion Movement Instructions & Chart: 
For this scenario, Mountain Lion movement is much different than normal. 
Each turn, after you move Red Fox, roll the Evasion die and move Mountain Lion according to 
the chart below. Keeping in mind: 

• If you are unable to move the Mountain Lion according to its first option, then use the 
second option. 



• Mountain Lion ignores all card abilities and can move atop any card on the Forest Floor  
• If Mountain Lion is unable to move its full distance on option #1, then move him 
according to option #2. If it cannot move according to option #2, then move it as far as it 
can possibly go according to option #1. 
• In rare cases when Mountain Lion cannot move it chooses not to, leave it where it is.  
• Mountain Lion has the  ability. 
• Ignore these abilities: Carrion’s , Coyote’s  and White-Tailed Deer’s   

 
WINNING: You win if you capture all 3 rabbits. 
LOSING: You do not lose if you are in the same row or column as Mountain Lion. 
However, you DO lose if Mountain Lion lands on the same card as you (either during his 
movement or at the end of his movement) or if you are cornered and cannot move on your next 
turn. 
 
    Option #1          Option #2             Option #1   Option #2 

   
 
 
8b FARTHER TO FIND FOOD: PERCEPTIVE PREDATOR 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
Same as 8a Dense Forest, the only difference is that you do not get to choose option #1 or 
option #2 for Mountain Lion’s movement. Mountain Lion moves in whichever of the two 
directions is most strategically advantageous for IT to catch YOU! So, Mountain Lion will always 
choose the option that moves closest to you. In the case of a tie, you decide which way the 
Mountain Lion moves. 
 
    



 
9.1a LOST LAKE  
Difficulty Level: Easy 
Further and further Red Fox must travel for food. Following the alluring scent of rabbit, he finds 
a lake deep in the mountains. A hush lingers over the forest as clouds roll overhead so close that 
they almost cover the treetops. After an extended search—success! Eager for a satisfying meal, 
Red Fox descends into the newly discovered warren, eating his fill. As he emerges, overzealous 
in his hunger, he does not notice the winds begin to howl. A heavy rain sets in. In the glow of 
satisfaction, Red Fox cannot find his way back home. The storm has blown away scents and 
disturbed his tracks. Such is the trap of the Lost Lake: once those venture too close to its 
boundaries, they may never leave! Help Vixen, who has realized Red Fox has been gone for too 
long, find him and bring him home! 
 
Objective: Navigate Vixen around Lost Lake and retrieve Red Fox. Then move both Vixen and 
Red Fox together (simultaneously) to your start card (bottom right-hand corner of the Forest 
Floor) before the Mountain Lion gets there. 
Challenge: Great news! Red Fox has found the new warren. However, he stumbled upon Lost 
Lake on his way back to the den. Lost Lake is a mysterious lake that sometimes ‘gobbles up’ 
visitors; they travel in circles around the lake endlessly, never to return home. Once you have 
landed on the card that Red Fox occupies, move both Vixen and Red Fox together for the 
remainder of your turns. Vixen must plan her moves to land exactly on Red Fox’s token. Not 
only is Red Fox lost, but now we know where the Mountain Lion has been: at Lost Lake! You 
will lose if Mountain Lion catches the Vixen. Before Vixen finds Red Fox, Red Fox may be in 
same row/column as Mountain Lion, but Vixen cannot. Vixen follows the same movement rules 
as Red Fox. 
When creating the Forest Floor, place 8 Water cards (from the Auxiliary deck) faceup according 
to the diagram. These cards have  Water symbol: When Vixen lands on a card with this 
symbol, Vixen ends movement immediately. And has . 
NOTE: If you choose movement option #1,remember to flip over the card underneath Red Fox 
when you land on it to retrieve him. 
NOTE: Vixen MUST move each turn. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Coyote, Hurricane, Red Fox, Bobcat, both White-Tailed Deer, 
and all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
Standees & Tokens: Vixen, Red Fox, and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: Carrion, Catfish, Black Bear, both Bullfrogs, both Mosquitos, and 8  
cards 



Forest Floor set-up: 

     
9.1b LOST LAKE: FLOODED! 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Same as 9.1a except: 
1) Use all 10 Water cards and add them to the Forest Floor according to diagram below. 
2) Remove these additional cards from Forest Floor deck: both Vegetation cards, Eastern 
Chipmunk, White-Footed Mouse, Gray Squirrel, and Black Vulture. 
3) Mountain Lion begins the game one step closer to his goal, as per diagram below.  

     
   
 
Thought Lost Lake was too easy? Check out the rest of the Lost Lake Saga at: 
www.abrainstormgame.com/Lost_Lake_Saga 
Brainstorm Games will be providing additional content and scenarios for FOREST FLOOR 
every month. Come back often! 
Here’s a sneak peek at the challenge of Lost Lake Part 2: 
 

       



10a LION IN WAIT 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Both Red Fox and Vixen have returned safely to their territory, thanks to your aid. As they 
approach their den, they both hear the explosive howl of their kits, begging for food. Luckily, in 
Red Fox’s absence, rabbits are beginning to return to his territory. But so has Mountain Lion, 
eagerly hunting for Red Fox. Mountain Lion seems to have a spring in his step, so Red Fox must 
be extra careful hunting today! 
 
Objective: Catch 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. 
You still lose if the Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Mountain Lion immediately moves one additional space each time a rabbit is caught. 
Mountain Lion must still stop if it moves into a row or column occupied by Coyote and will move 
one space instead of losing a turn due to Coyote’s  ability after a rabbit is caught. If 
Mountain Lion passes through a row Red Fox occupies, Red Fox loses. 

For this scenario only:  RABBIT ENCOUNTER –You may roll evasion die the indicated 
number of times to try to capture a rabbit. (Normally, you must roll for the Rabbit Encounter ability). 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, Black Bear, Black Vulture, Coyote, 
Hurricane, Raccoon, Red Fox, and both White-Tailed Deer 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
 
10b LION IN WAIT: RAPID RABBIT RETREAT 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
Same as 10a, except: 
 • Coyote card is NOT required. 
 • Replace #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit with #2 from AUX deck. 
   
  



 
11a BREEDING OUT OF CONTROL 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Have you ever wondered where the saying “breed like rabbits” comes from? Take the Eastern 
Cottontail, one of Red Fox’s favorite meals. These rabbits have roughly three to four litters a 
year, with a litter having as many as 12 rabbits! That’s a lot of rabbits. 
 As new life emerges from the recently established warren in Red Fox’s territory, these 
rabbits have begun eating all the plants in the area. Red Fox is ready to help keep the rabbit 
population under control, along with the other animals of the Forest Floor. They certainly don’t 
want all those rabbits eating all the food! 
 
Objective: Catch all 5 rabbits in two days (before the Sun/Moon token makes it twice around the 
Forest Floor).  
Challenge: For this game, Mountain Lion will move on top of cards, just like Red Fox, and follow 
all movement instructions according to the diagram for scenario 8 Farther to Find Food. Add 
both Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards from the Auxiliary deck to your Forest Floor deck. 
Shuffle all cards, create a 5-row x 8-column Forest Floor and then deal 5 cards faceup 
alongside the Forest Floor (as pictured), leaving space for the Sun/Moon token’s path. The 
remaining two cards will be placed near the Forest Floor as your draw pile. 
 At any point during the game, when Red Fox lands on and reveals any card, instead of 
activating that card’s ability you may immediately swap it with the faceup card in your current 
row and activate that card’s ability instead. Place the swapped-out card in a discard pile. You 
may only swap out revealed cards and cards that do not have the ability. 
 Mountain Lion starts on the Forest Floor on either the Hurricane or Black Vulture card, 
your choice. If neither are on the Forest Floor, then Mountain Lion begins the game anywhere 
you wish.  
GAPS: For this scenario, rabbits do not get replaced with a card from the deck as normal. 
Instead, they leave a gap on the Forest Floor. Red Fox cannot move onto or through gaps; 
however, Mountain Lion can move onto and through gaps. If a rabbit successfully evades Red 
Fox, it may be placed into a gap if no other option is available. Gaps move with Hurricane just 
like cards do. 
Mountain Lion Movement: Mountain Lion moves only on cards and/or gaps this game and 
moves according to the movement chart in scenario 8 Farther to Find Food. However, you must 
ALWAYS choose the option that moves it closest to Red Fox (as in 8b). Also, Mountain Lion 
moves twice on each turn that you successfully catch a rabbit. The Carrion’s  ability and 
White-Tailed Deer’s  ability have no effect on this game. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; add both Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits from Auxiliary deck 
Standees & Tokens: Sun/Moon, Red Fox, and Mountain Lion (use the side with ) 
Required Start Cards: All 5 rabbits: 3 from Forest Floor deck and 2 from Auxiliary deck 
 
  



Forest Floor set-up: 

 
 
11b BREEDING OUT OF CONTROL: TIME’S RUNNING OUT 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-Hard 
Same as 11a; except: 
 • Game ends when Sun/Moon token completes 1¼ cycles, ie. reaches the Red circle in 
diagram for the second time. 
 
11c BREEDING OUT OF CONTROL: ODD’S AGAINST YOU 
Difficulty Level: Hard 
Same as 11b, except: 
 1) Black Vulture and Black Bear cards are also required. Red Fox cannot start on either 
of these two cards. 
 2) Add Mountain Lion token. Now there are two Mountain Lions hunting Red Fox! After 
moving the Sun/Moon token, roll for each Mountain Lion individually following the same 
movement rules as 11a with the exception that Mountain Lions can never occupy the same 
card. Roll for standee first, then token. If a Mountain Lion’s only movement option would land 
them on the other Mountain Lion’s card, then they opt not to move instead. 
 3) Start the game by placing Mountain Lions on Black Vulture and Black Bear cards. It is 
your decision which one goes on which card. 
 
   
  



 
12a HURRICANE HAVOC 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Winds are beginning to pick up from the southwest. These winds grow and swell in intensity, 
blocking out all other sound. Thick, heavy clouds roll in, dumping a torrent of fast rain. A 
Category 4 hurricane plows through the Appalachian Mountains. The intense winds cause mass 
destruction, upending many trees. Fearing the hurricane, Red Fox must find food before the 
worst of the storm hits. Unfortunately for Red Fox, his nemesis Mountain Lion is craftily staying 
one step ahead of the storm. 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits and bring them back to your Fox Den before Mountain Lion 
completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Place the Fox Den token on your start card (bottom right-hand corner card of the 
Forest Floor). 
A hurricane has struck the Forest Floor! Though the hurricane is causing terrible wind and 
destruction throughout the Forest Floor, Mountain Lion is quite adept at avoiding any danger the 
hurricane delivers. Mountain Lion is staying one step ahead of the storm. At the end of each 
turn after Mountain Lion has moved, slide the cards in the column (not row) from which the 

Mountain Lion just moved, according to the standard SLIDE  ability. Catch all 3 rabbits and 
bring them back to your Fox Den, wherever it may have moved to in this tumultuous hurricane, 
to wait out the rest of the storm. 
NOTE: In the event of Mountain Lion moving 2 spaces due to Carrion’s  ability, move both 

of the previous two columns per standard SLIDE  ability.  
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Mountain Lion, and Fox Den 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
Forest Floor set-up: 
    

             
 
  



12b HURRICANE HAVOC: CATEGORY 5 
The Hurricane has increased in intensity and is now a Category 5 hurricane! 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
Same as 12a, except both rows AND columns slide. Rows slide sideways to the right; see 
diagram below: 
 
 

   
 
   
  



 
13a ISLANDS IN THE FOREST 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Finally, the winds cease howling. The sky clears once again. But the rain will take time to drain 
from the Forest Floor. Poking his head out of his dry den, Red Fox moves carefully to avoid the 
water. It is more like a swamp than a forest, with only small islands of dry land dotting the 
landscape. In the aftermath of the devastation, Red Fox must find food for his kits, who are 
starving after the storm. 
 
Objective: Navigate the trickiest of Forest Floors to capture all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion 
completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: In the wake of the recent hurricane, the Forest Floor has been divided into 
temporary islands. Unfortunately, your kits are famished after having waited out the hurricane 
and you need to get out to the Forest Floor to find them some dinner! Red Fox cannot move 
across gaps; however Mountain Lion may move across gaps. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane and both Scats 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox & Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards:  
 Shuffled into ISLAND A: Bobcat and #0 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
 Shuffled into ISLAND B: Crow and #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
 Shuffled into ISLAND C: Red Fox and #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
Forest Floor set-up:  

        
 
13b ISLANDS IN THE FOREST 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-Hard 
Same as 13a; however, at the beginning of the game place the Fox Den token on Red Fox’s 
start card. Red Fox must return to the Fox Den after catching all 3 rabbits. 
   



14 HOLEY UNEXPECTED (maybe 32,8x4 grid w/5 & 5) 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Slowly, the water drains from the forest. Slowly, life begins to return to normal following the 
destruction. Slowly—holes start appearing? Red Fox curiously approaches these holes. They 
aren’t rabbit warrens. Red Fox knows that rabbits hide their warrens with grasses and weeds. It 
appears the hurricane wreaked havoc on the burrowing animals of the forest as they desperately 
try to rebuild their homes. Red Fox must carefully avoid these holes while finding his next meal. 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest 
Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: The recent hurricane has really messed up the Forest Floor. The burrowing animals 
are in a tizzy and there are holes and puddles the size of ponds everywhere! Navigate around 
and through the holes and puddles to go about your normal hunting activity. 

 Water symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement 
immediately. And has . 

 Holes symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement 
immediately and may use the TUNNELS  ability. And has . 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane 
          To create the Forest Floor: 
  • shuffle the Forest Floor deck and deal 19 cards into a stack 
  • add the 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, all 5 , and 5  to the stack 
  • shuffle this new stack and deal all 32 cards in a 8-row x 4-column grid 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, 5  cards, and 5  cards 
SHORTER DAY: The Mountain Lion begins the game one card to the right, as pictured. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

    
   
 
Found the HURRICANE HAVOC and HOLEY UNEXPECTED scenarios too easy? 
Check out MUDSLIDE MADNESS at: www.abrainstormgame.com/Mudslide-Madness 
Brainstorm Games will be providing additional content and scenarios for FOREST FLOOR 
every month. Come back often! 
    



15a RUSHING RIVER 
Difficulty Level: Easy 
All that water from the hurricane has to drain somewhere. Whatever water isn’t absorbed by the 
plants and ground flows into the nearby river. The river rages with this influx, creating several 
new tributaries and making it difficult to cross. Pausing only a moment to take a sip from the 
river’s edge, Red Fox continues his hunt for food. It’s a good thing Red Fox moved his den to a 
good spot; otherwise, he’d be looking for a new home again. Red Fox must find food near the 
raging river. 
 
Objective: Navigate the rushing river to capture all 3 rabbits on the riverbanks before Mountain 
Lion completes one cycle around the Forest Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Set up the Forest Floor as pictured in the diagram below, with rows 2 and 4 as the 
rushing river rows. Place all  river cards with a right-facing arrow in ROW 2 and all  river 
cards with the left-facing arrow in ROW 4. Whenever Red Fox enters any river card in ROW 2, 
immediately end movement and place him on the  river card farthest to the right (because he 
has been carried downriver) and whenever Red Fox enters any river card in ROW 4, 
immediately end movement and place him on the river card farthest to the left. 
 
NOTE: For this scenario, in some rare cases, it may be possible for Red Fox to end his 
movement on the card he started upon due to the rushing river (which is normally against the 
rules – but, the rushing river cares not about such rules!) 
 
NOTE: Mountain Lion is not very good at hunting while swimming. So, during this game Red 
Fox is safe from Mountain Lion when Mountain Lion is in rows 2 and 4. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane, Black Bear, and both Scats 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: Red Fox, 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits, both Bullfrogs, both 
Mosquitos, Beaver, Yellow Bullhead Catfish, and all 10  Water cards. 
 

 Water symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement 
immediately. And has . 
 
To create the Forest Floor for Rushing River: 
 • Randomly place one Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit facedown in Rows 1, 3, and 5. 
 • Place the other 8 start cards into a stack. 
 • Shuffle the Forest Floor deck and deal 8 cards onto that stack and reshuffle. 
 • Deal 5 cards on top of each Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit and reshuffle each stack of 
   6 cards. 
 • Create the Forest Floor as pictured in the diagram, paying attention to the arrows on     
   each  card. 
 
  



Forest Floor set-up 

  
 
 
15b RUSHING RIVER: EXPERT LEAPER  
Difficulty Level: High 
Same as 15a, except Mountain Lion leaps over the river and does not move onto rows 2 and 4 
as pictured in this diagram: 

    
   
 
  



AUTUMN 
Red Fox has successfully made it through a difficult spring and summer so far. Only two more 
seasons left!  
 
16 RAT PATROL 
Difficulty Level: High 
The heat of the summer begins to fade. Nights start to have a chill to them. Golden leaves slowly 
begin to litter the Forest Floor. It was a hard summer: while Red Fox and his family were able to 
survive, not every animal was so lucky. Those animals who died are part of the cycle of nature. 
They provide nutrients to the plants and feed the living animals. As the carrion eaters, like rats, 
descend on these corpses, Red Fox scrambles for his own food. There is much preparation that 
needs to begin if Red Fox and his family are to survive the winter. 
 
Objective: Avoid the rats and catch all 3 rabbits. You lose if: 1) you get trapped and cannot 
move, 2) Mountain Lion catches you, or 3) Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the 
Forest Floor. 
Challenge: The rats are on carrion patrol and are having a grand feast in your territory. Begin 
the game with the Carrion card placed faceup on the Forest Floor. At the end of your turn, after 
moving the Mountain Lion one space as normal, move each Rat token one card in the direction 
indicated on their token. Rats have the ability. 
 
Rat Movement: Rats only move on top of cards on the Forest Floor and must move if able to do 
so. On each turn, after moving the Mountain Lion token, move the rats in successive order, from 
Rat #1 through Rat #4. Rat #s are indicated by the number of rats pictured on the token: 

 
Like the Black Bear, rats ignore all abilities of cards on the Forest Floor and they temporarily 
cancel the abilities of cards they occupy. Rats can never occupy the same space as any other 
token, even other rats. Once a Rat reaches the end of their respective row or column, their next 
movement will be to be placed at the opposite end of their row or column. If a rat is unable to 
move because another token or standee is in its way, do not move the rat this turn. NOTE: If 
Red Fox loses a turn, move the Rats twice, but move them once at a time in successive order. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Mountain Lion and all 4 Rats 
Required Start Cards: Carrion, both Scats, Dung Beetle (from Outfoxed Auxiliary deck), and all 
3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards. The Carrion card starts the game faceup in the exact 
position pictured in the diagram. 
  



Forest Floor set-up: 
Place all Rat tokens in the exact positions pictured below. 
 

    
 
 
 
  



17 FOX & CROW, A FABLE 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
As the days begin to chill, the last of the fruit begins to ripen. Red Fox scavenges the Forest 
Floor for these last morsels. His ears twitch as he hears the gleeful caw of Crow. Red Fox sees 
Crow helping herself to a patch of red mulberries high in a tree. Before Red Fox can approach 
further, Crow takes to the skies. Many of the mulberries that have fallen are already eaten. But 
perhaps Red Fox can follow Crow and swipe a few of the ripe ones she has… 
 
Objective: Find the fruit that Crow dropped by first discarding all  Leaves from the Forest 
Floor and then revealing both Fruit & Seeds before the sun sets (completes once cycle around 
the Forest Floor). 
Challenge: Discard all  cards and capture 2 Fruit & Seeds cards all while Crow is making life 
difficult for you by swapping cards on the Forest Floor (according to the chart below). To discard 
a  card, simply end your movement atop the card, then take the card and place it in a discard 
pile near your draw deck. Do not flip over the card underneath the  card. You must land on it 
on a future turn to reveal it. You must clear all 4  cards before beginning your search for the 2 
Fruit & Seeds cards. When you reveal a Fruit & Seeds card, simply put it off to the side (as you 
would a caught rabbit) and replace it with one card from the deck facedown. You win once you 
have collected both Fruit & Seeds cards. But, watch out, each turn Crow is swapping cards on 
the Forest Floor to make her Fruit & Seeds difficult to find! Crow CAN swap cards underneath 

 cards; however,  cards remain in their same position on the Forest Floor. 

This game, Fruit & Seeds cards have:  (Lose your next turn). Crow MAY swap a Fruit & 
Seeds card right out from under you during the turn you lose, so watch out and plan 
accordingly. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Hurricane, Black Bear, Beaver, both Scats, and all 3 Baby 
Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Sun/Moon 
Required Start Cards: Both Fruit & Seeds cards, all 4  cards, and Crow card to be placed 
above the Forest Floor (as pictured). Crow will oversee and meddle in all events transpiring on 
the Forest Floor. 

 When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement immediately, 
then remove this card from the Forest Floor. And has . 
 
NOTES: Cards that affect Mountain Lion do not affect Sun/Moon token. For this game only, 
Raccoon’s  ability is in effect. Replace all instances of ‘Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit’ with 
‘Fruit & Seeds’ in Raccoon’s   ability description. 
 
  



Forest Floor set-up: 

     
Crow Swap Chart: 
Immediately after you move the Sun/Moon token swap two cards on the Forest Floor. When 
Sun/Moon token is in each of the positions below, swap the indicated (gray) cards. If either of 
the indicated cards has the  ability, then do not swap the cards. 
               

 



18a CONNIVING CORVID CAPER  
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
The Crow is not pleased that another animal has stolen her food. With several loud caws, Crow 
swoops down, harrying Red Fox. As Red Fox tries to flee, Crow follows, loudly squawking the 
entire time. It will be hard for Red Fox to hunt when such a noisy creature is broadcasting their 
location to both predator and prey! Red Fox has to carefully tread the hostile Forest Floor as he 
tries to find food while Crow seeks her revenge. 
 
Objective: Catch 3 rabbits before the Sun/Moon token and Crow card complete one cycle 
around the Forest Floor. 
Challenge: Before Red Fox moves each turn, Crow will swap cards on the Forest Floor 
according to the chart below. If Crow attempts to swap a card with the  ability, do nothing and 
leave those two cards in place. Crow can swap cards if they are underneath the card the Red 
Fox token sits upon. 
Squawking Distraction: Crow begins the game on the outside of the Forest Floor, in the exact 
position indicated in the diagram. Each turn, after moving the Sun/Moon token clockwise one 
space, also move Crow one space clockwise. You cannot flip over any card or activate any 

 ability in the row or column that the Crow card is aligned with, but you may still occupy 
the card. In some cases, Crow may be aligned with a row AND a column. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Sun/Moon 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits and Crow. Place Crow card above 
the Forest Floor. Crow will oversee and meddle in all events transpiring on the Forest Floor. 
Red Fox cannot occupy the Crow card. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

   
 
Crow Swap Chart: 
When the Sun/Moon token is in each of the positions below, swap the indicated (gray) cards. If 
either of the indicated cards has the  ability, then do not swap the cards. Sometimes you will 
need to swap two sets of cards each turn. 



 

 
 
18b CONNIVING CORVID CAPER: COMBINED COMPETENCE 

 Difficulty Level: Impossible 
Same as 18a; however, replace Sun/Moon token with Mountain Lion standee. Catch all 3 
rabbits before Mountain Lion and Crow complete one cycle around the Forest Floor. Also, add 
the following as Required Start Cards: Cave Cricket and 2 Bullfrogs. 

 Use same chart as above with Mountain Lion token replacing Sun/Moon  
   



19 FOREST FULL OF FLAMES  
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
It has not rained for some time in the forest. The Forest Floor has become dry from the lack of 
any moisture. Dead leaves crinkle underfoot. The dry spell finally breaks with a thunderstorm, 
rolling through dark and intense. A stray lightning bolt strikes a tree and whoosh! The tree bursts 
into flames. The fire quickly spreads. The rain is not enough to stop the forest fire from 
spreading, growing, consuming. Red Fox must catch his prey while also avoiding the fire. But 
beware: the Mountain Lion, seemingly unafraid of fire, has not had a meal in days and is closely 
following Red Fox’s scent. 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion completes one cycle around the Forest 
Floor. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: The 2-card gap in the Forest Floor at the start of the game represents the forest fire 
that is beginning to grow, rapidly! Each turn, before moving Mountain Lion, place (not swap) the 
indicated card from Forest Fire Chart outside the Forest Floor as pictured in the diagram. 
Navigate the hazardous terrain to fetch food for the family. Red Fox cannot travel over or 
through gaps in the Forest Floor. 
 
Peerless peepers: Mountain Lion can see you through the smoke and fire. Mountain Lion can 
now capture you through gaps in the Forest Floor, so be careful as you traverse the burning 
forest. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck, remove Hurricane 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits 
 
Forest Floor set-up: 

    
  



Spreading Forest Fire 
After each of your first 10 turns, and before moving Mountain Lion, follow the chart below and 
place the indicated card outside, yet connected to, the Forest Floor. This represents animals 
fleeing the spreading forest fire and is considered a placement, not a swap. Mountain Lion will 
continue to move one space outside of the Forest Floor each turn and will alter his path as the 
landscape changes. 
FOREST FIRE CHART: 
 

  
  



20.1a MOST DANGEROUS HUNT, PART 1 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
The fire destroyed part of the forest. Ash and blacked husks of trees are all that remain. Red 
Fox’s territory was spared the worst of the damage. But Mountain Lion’s territory was 
devastated. Moving to find new food, Mountain Lion sniffs the ashy air and catches a familiar 
scent. Mountain Lion knows Red Fox’s territory is still full of tasty morsels to feast upon. Best 
of all, Mountain Lion has always enjoyed the taste of carrion, deer, groundhogs, beaver, and . . . 
foxes! 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion catches all of his prey. 
Challenge: Mountain Lion is hunting in your territory. For this game, Mountain Lion will move on 
top of the cards, just like Red Fox, and will hunt each of his prey in alphabetical order (first 
Beaver, then Carrion, . . .). Each turn, move Mountain Lion 2 cards closer to his next prey on the 
quickest 2-card path (not diagonal). If two paths are tied for quickest, you choose the path. 
Mountain Lion ignores all card abilities, so he may move onto and through any cards on the 
Forest Floor. He stops immediately when landing on his prey even if he has not yet moved his 
full 2 cards. Remove that card (because he has caught it!) from the game and replace it with a 
facedown card from the deck. You lose if: 1) Mountain Lion moves onto or through the card you 
currently occupy or, 2) Mountain Lion captures his last prey (White-Tailed Deer) before you 
have successfully captured 3 rabbits. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Coyote, one White-Tailed Deer, and Hurricane 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion (use the side with ) 
Required Start Cards: Crow and all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits. Place Beaver, Carrion, 
Groundhog, and White-Tailed Deer faceup in the exact locations shown in the diagram. These 
become Mountain Lion’s prey and their symbols remain active the entire game. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

    
 
20.1b MOST DANGEROUS HUNT, PART 1: NO HELP 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
Same as 20.1a; however, remove Crow and Red Fox from the game. 
 
  



20.2 MOST DANGEROUS HUNT, PART 2 
Difficulty Level: High 
Red Fox rushes through the Forest Floor, going as fast as his paws will take him. Mountain Lion 
has his scent! Red Fox does not dare return to his den just yet: for Mountain Lion would surely 
devour Vixen and the kits. Pausing only a moment to catch his breath in the undergrowth, Red 
Fox begins to lead the Mountain Lion on the chase of his life—while also looking for rabbits to 
eat, of course. Help him avoid the hungry jaws of Mountain Lion. 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before Mountain Lion completes his brief cycle around the Forest 
Floor. Also, you lose if, at the end of your turn, Red Fox is in the same row or column as 
Mountain Lion. 
Challenge: Mountain Lion is now actively hunting you! Mountain Lion is no longer roaming 
around the outside of your territory; he is now circling the Forest Floor from within your territory. 
For this game, Mountain Lion will move on top of the cards, just like Red Fox.  
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Tokens: Red Fox and Mountain Lion (use the side with ) 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
 
20.3 MOST DANGEROUS HUNT, PART 3: CANINES UNITE! 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Mountain Lions have no natural predators. They are a dangerous creature that enjoy the hunt and 
ambush. But the Mountain Lion will retreat should it feel threatened by a larger creature or by 
large numbers. As Red Fox has not been back to the den for some time, a worried Vixen goes out 
to find him. Upon catching the Mountain Lion’s scent, Vixen howls, gathering as many other 
canines as she can. Perhaps working together they can chase away the Mountain Lion for good! 
 
Objective: Reveal the Coyote and Red Fox cards. You win once you have revealed both fellow 
canines. You ONLY lose if: 1) at the end of your turn, Vixen is in the same row or column as 
Mountain Lion (before OR after Mountain Lion moves), 2) Mountain Lion moves onto the card 
you currently occupy, or 3) Mountain Lion reaches the card with the Fox Den token before you 
find the Coyote and Red Fox. 
Challenge: Using Vixen, reveal and leave faceup both the Red Fox and Coyote to chase off 
Mountain Lion. This will send the Mountain Lion a message to stay out of your territory. If 
Mountain Lion lands on Coyote or Red Fox, it loses a turn. You win once you have revealed 
both the Red Fox and Coyote cards. Mountain Lion moves on top of the cards this game and 



ignores all card abilities, so he may move onto and through any cards on the Forest Floor. 
Ignore all of Coyote’s abilities this game. NOTE: You are not catching rabbits this game 
however you may still attempt to capture them as a strategy to manage your Forest Floor. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck 
Standees & Tokens: Vixen token, Fox Den token, and Mountain Lion standee (use the side with 

) 
Required Start Cards: Coyote, Red Fox, and Raccoon 
Forest Floor set-up: 

      
   
  



 
21a TERRITORIAL DISPUTE 
Difficulty Level: High 
Mountain Lion was successfully chased away. But after Red Fox and Vixen enjoy some much-
needed rest, Mountain Lion returns to their territory. And much to Mountain Lion’s surprise, 
another Mountain Lion is already there, eager to make this territory their own. The two Mountain 
Lions snarl and claw at one another. But, after several swipes and growls, they sniff and inspect 
the other. Perhaps, where one Mountain Lion failed to get any food, two will be more successful. 
Becoming close, the two Mountain Lions begin to hunt with the first scent they smell—Red 
Fox’s! Red Fox must evade this dangerous duo. 
 
Objective: Catch all 3 rabbits before either of the Mountain Lions completes one cycle around 
the Forest Floor. You still lose if either Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Two Mountain Lions are actively hunting you! Move both Mountain Lions forward 
one space at the end of your turn. Any cards that affect the Mountain Lion affect both Mountain 
Lions. This game only: Red Fox immediately takes another turn after successfully 
catching a rabbit. 
Deck: Forest Floor deck. Remove Coyote, Hurricane, and both Mosquito cards. 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Mountain Lion standee, & Mountain Lion token 
Required Start Cards: All 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit cards and both Vegetation cards 
Forest Floor set-up: 

 
21b TERRITORIAL DISPUTE: UPRISING 
Difficulty Level: Extremely High 
The denizens of the Forest Floor are not happy that you’ve attracted the attention of 
another predator, so they have decided to do something about it! Same as 21a except: 
 

All become , and Red Fox does not get to take another turn immediately after 
catching a rabbit. 
   



22 KIT COLLECTION 
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-High 
The kits have grown large and healthy over the past three seasons. It will not be long before they 
are ready to leave the den. As Red Fox tries to find another meal before the ice sets in, the kits 
sneak out after him in the early dawn. As they boldly take their first steps towards hunting on 
their own, Vixen wakes to find her kits gone! Fearing for the kits’ safety, Vixen heads out of the 
den to try and find them. Help Vixen find her kits. 
 
Objective: Retrieve all 4 Kit tokens before Mountain Lion reaches your den. You still lose if 
Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: The Kits are lost in the eastern end of the forest. When Vixen lands on a card with a 
Kit token, immediately stop movement. Place it on top of your Vixen token and carry it back to 
your den. Vixen can only carry one Kit at a time and may not exchange one Kit for another. 
Once at your den, you may drop it off and then go and retrieve your next Kit. Kits cannot swim 
(and therefore never enter water cards) and Vixen cannot swim with a Kit on her back. If you are 
carrying a Kit and need to enter a  card, simply drop the Kit off on the last card you occupied 
before landing in water. On your next turn you may retrieve it, if it hasn’t moved away already! 
Kits move exactly like Rats and in the same exact order from scenario 16 Rat Patrol; however, 
unlike Rats, they MAY occupy the same card together. 
 
NOTE: Vegetation cards have  symbol for this scenario. 
 
NOTE: The kits are still much too small to satisfy Mountain Lion’s hunger and therefore cannot 
be killed by him. 
 
NOTE: Vixen can carry only one Kit at a time. She may not exchange Kits if she lands on 
another while she’s carrying a Kit. 
 
Deck: Forest Floor deck; remove Black Bear, Beaver, both Scats, all 3 Baby Eastern Cottontail 
Rabbits, and Hurricane. 
Standees & Tokens: Vixen, Mountain Lion, Fox Den, and all 4 Kit tokens. 
Required Start Cards: 7  cards and both Vegetation cards placed faceup as per diagram. 
 

 Water symbol: When Vixen lands on a card with this symbol, Vixen ends movement 
immediately. And has . 
  



Forest Floor set-up: 
Vixen starts in the bottom left-hand corner of the Forest Floor. 
 

      
 
   
  



 
 
WINTER 
One last season. It will be difficult, but with the hardships Red Fox has overcome thus far, he has 
a very good chance of helping his family survive the upcoming winter. 
 
NOTE: Remove all cards with  on them. These animals are not active in the winter and will 
not be for the rest of the storyline scenarios. 
 
23 A BLANKET OF SNOW 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 
Winter has arrived. When Red Fox breathes, his breath comes out as a fog. The clouds are grey 
and heavy. The first snowflakes of the winter begin to fall over the forest. As the snow builds, 
coming down in thick, wet flakes, it becomes difficult to hunt. Though visibility is high in the 
fresh, white, pristine landscape, most of the denizens of the Forest Floor are hidden away. 
Perhaps, instead of hunting like normal, Red Fox can try seeing if any food is hidden beneath the 
snow. 
  
Objective: Find both Fruit & Seeds cards and bring back to your Den before Mountain Lion 
makes one cycle around the Forest Floor, as per the diagram below. You still lose if Mountain 
Lion catches you. 
Increased Visibility: With all of the white snow and lack of leaves on trees, it is much easier to 
see what awaits you on the Forest Floor. At the beginning of the game, peek at one non-snow-
covered card. 
Challenge: Place the Den token on your start card. Find both Fruit & Seeds, then bring them 
both back to your den. Once you reveal a Fruit & Seeds card, immediately place it in front of 
you. You win as soon as you land on your den with both Fruit & Seeds cards in front of you. 
As an additional challenge, 4 cards begin snow-covered. Place the 4  cards on top of the 
cards pictured in the diagram. You may need to dig through the snow to find Fruit & Seeds.  
 

  Snow symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement 
immediately. Then, remove this card from the Forest Floor. Snow has . However, the card 
underneath a Snow card may still be swapped as normal. 
 
NOTE: Red Fox is much too weak from hunger to try and catch any rabbits. Baby Eastern 

Cottontail Rabbits have  instead of  this game. 
 
NOTE: For this game only, Raccoon’s  ability states: Swap one of your captured Fruit & 
Seeds with this card. This Fruit & Seeds card remains faceup on the Forest Floor. Discard 
Raccoon. If you have not captured any Fruits & Seeds this game, then this card has no effect. 
Red Fox may attempt to capture this Fruit & Seeds again on another turn.  
  



 
Deck: Forest Floor Winter Deck 
Standees & Tokens: Red Fox, Mountain Lion, and Fox Den 
Required Start Cards: Both Fruit & Seeds and 4  cards to be placed atop cards according to 
the diagram below. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

             
 
   
  



  
24 RAIDING THE RAVINE:  
Difficulty Level: Moderate-to-Hard 
Food is becoming scarce. Red Fox’s caches are all empty and eaten. Red Fox has searched his 
territory but has no luck finding food for his family. With hunger at the edges of his belly, Red 
Fox travels towards a nearby ravine, hoping to find some food. But new dangers live in the rocky 
terrain. The Bobcat is also hunting for food. The Red Fox must find where the Bobcat is hunting 
in order to avoid him stealing Red Fox’s food, and avoid the hungry Mountain Lion eager for his 
next meal. 
 
Objective: First reveal Bobcat, then catch the lone rabbit on the opposite side of the Ravine as 
Bobcat before Mountain Lion completes 2 cycles around the western (left) side of the Ravine. 
You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: Shuffle Crow card into western (left) side of the Ravine. Shuffle #2 Baby Eastern 
Cottontail Rabbit and Bobcat into the eastern (right) side of the Ravine. Red Fox may only catch 
the rabbit once Bobcat has been revealed. Once revealed, the Bobcat remains faceup so you 
can keep tabs on him to not steal your prey. Bobcat’s ability remains active the entire game. 
You may only attempt to capture the rabbit when Bobcat is on the other side of the Ravine. 
Mountain Lion only patrols the western (left) side of the Ravine; Red Fox is safe from Mountain 
Lion while on the eastern side of the Ravine.  
To make matters worse, it has recently snowed on the Ravine. Four cards begin snow-covered. 
Place the 4  cards on top of the cards pictured in the diagram.  
  

  Snow symbol: When Red Fox lands on a card with this symbol, Red Fox ends movement 
immediately. Then, remove this card from the Forest Floor. Snow has . However, the card 
underneath a Snow card may still be swapped as normal. 
 
Deck: Entire Winter Deck; remove Red Fox and Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbits #1 and #0 
Tokens: Red Fox & Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: Crow, shuffled into left side of the Ravine; Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit 
#2 and Bobcat, shuffled into right side of the Ravine; and 4  cards to be placed atop cards 
according to the diagram below. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     



25 MOUNTAIN MADNESS 
Difficulty Level: Hard 
Food is harder and harder to find. The last meal, a meager rabbit, was nowhere near enough to 
feed the whole family. Red Fox must travel further from his territory to the nearby Blue Ridge 
Mountains to find food. As Red Fox approaches, he smells Coyote’s musk: this must be 
Coyote’s territory. With this danger, along with the ever-present danger of Mountain Lion, Red 
Fox must find his dinner quickly. Red Fox must traverse the toughest terrain yet to find a meal 
for his famished family, and time is of the essence! 
 
Objective: Catch 2 rabbits before Mountain Lion makes one complete cycle around the 
mountain. You still lose if Mountain Lion catches you. 
Challenge: This mountainous terrain poses many challenges for our protagonist, Red Fox. 
There are lots of places to get cornered and some snow in the upper elevations to trudge 
through. The mountain is divided into three elevation zones (see diagram). Red Fox must stop 
immediately when moving onto a card of a higher elevation but may move as normal on the 
same elevation or moving down elevations.  
Deck: Forest Floor Winter Deck; remove Vegetation, Yellow Bullhead Catfish, and Baby Eastern 
Cottontail Rabbit #0. 
Tokens: Red Fox & Mountain Lion 
Required Start Cards: Coyote, #2 Baby Eastern Cottontail Rabbit, and 4  cards to be placed 
atop cards according to the diagram below 
NOTE: In the rare occurrence that no more cards remain in the deck to replace a card on the 
Forest Floor, then simply leave a gap in the Forest Floor and follow the gap rules from scenario 
11 Breeding Out of Control. 
Forest Floor set-up: 

     
   
  



  
Congratulations! You successfully helped Red Fox survive for a full year. Makes you glad you 
don’t have to hunt for food like Red Fox does? But experiencing the Forest Floor gives you a 
small taste of what it is like for the animals that live amongst the Forest Floor. Now that you 
have mastered each scenario, you can freely go back and pick whatever scenario you wish to 
play. If you can’t decide, check out our random scenario generator: 
www.devourcardgame/Forest-Floor/scenario-generator  
 
If you would like to challenge your Forest Floor skills in other adventures, please check out new 
monthly scenarios at: www.devour/Forest-Floor/monthly-scenarios. Red Fox’s journey isn’t over 
just yet. 
 
   
  
 
STANDALONE GAMES 
If you successfully completed the Storyline Scenario, then you are now an expert on how to play 
a standard game of DEVOUR: Forest Floor. Choose your favorite scenario(s) and difficulty level 
and make this your standalone DEVOUR: Forest Floor solo experience. 
Or check out: www.abrainstormgame/devourforestfloor.com and have our random scenario 
picker choose for you! 
 
   
 
 
26 THE SHORTEST DAY OF THE YEAR 
Today is the day of the Winter Solstice. The sun is barely visible past the thick clouds blanketing 
the sky. Snow, small and whipping, quickly covers the forest in white. But unlike the last snow 
fall, the winds cut through the land with enough force to knock down trees. Nothing can be seen 
except snow. A blizzard lays waste to the land. Red Fox must scavenge for fruits and seeds, 
whatever food he can find now. It will be a challenge. 
 
27 NOTHING LEFT BUT THE BIRDS 
Winter is almost over. The days slowly grow longer bit by bit. But the fruits and seeds have all 
been dug up. Red Fox cannot even hear mice scuttling beneath the snow. Instead, desperate for a 
meal, he tries to catch the birds that peck at the ground for a meal. But Red Fox is not the only 
one looking for a meal. The Mountain Lions were not fighting for territory months ago—instead, 
they were testing each other in searching for a mate! Together, looking to raise their own cubs 
come spring, the Mountain Lions try to hunt down Red Fox. 
 
   
 
 
ADDITIONAL MONTHLY CONTENT 
AN UNEXPECTED TWISTER 
A twister! A twister has touched down upon the Forest Floor! Did you know tornados form when 
the warm air from thunderstorm clouds meets with cool, falling air? This causes the warm and 



cold air currents to spin and form a tornado. A dangerous column of terribly fast air is going to 
destroy everything in its path. Red Fox will have to hunt his rabbits quickly or he’ll be battered 
by the intense winds. 
 
MUDSLIDE MADNESS 
Hurricane season has been hard on the forest. With the torrential rains, the soil of the Forest 
Floor has quickly begun to erode, triggering a mudslide! The mud sloshes downward furiously, 
throwing all the animals of the forest into chaos. Will Red Fox be able to find his footing and 
hunt rabbits in this dangerous situation? 
 
SLITHERING SNAKES 
Those Eastern Cottontail Rabbits must be good at math because they truly know how to 
multiply! While Red Fox has been helping hunt this exploding rabbit population, he’s not the 
only predator taking advantage of all the extra food. All these rabbits have attracted the snakes of 
the forest, from rattlesnakes to copperheads. Red Fox must avoid these deadly snakes as they 
slither silently. But beware! These snakes are hunting the same prey as Red Fox and are likely to 
strike if threatened.  
 
LOST LAKE, PART 2 
Vixen has found Red Fox! She joyfully grooms his wet coat; she’s happy her mate has been 
found. But now they are both lost near the Lost Lake! The rains have only intensified, obscuring 
the land and destroying all traces of smell. A fine mist makes finding one’s way back nearly 
impossible. Can Vixen and Red Fox escape the Lost Lake? 
 
LOST LAKE PART, 3 
Luckily, the rains around the Lost Lake have finally begun to slow. It should make Vixen and 
Red Fox’s job of finding their way back home easier. However, in their attempt to get home, 
they both realize they are nowhere near their territory! What’s worse, they catch the telltale 
scratches and scents of the Mountain Lion. With a small yip, Vixen sniffs at a nearby Badger 
tunnel. Perhaps they can use those tunnels to get back home and avoid the Mountain Lion. 
 


